eQnet - Austria

• All tasks done
• Three more events:
  – „Gegenstandsportal“ – subject portal
    www.schule.at 23.-25.04.12
  – „Round Table“ of all EU funded projects of BMUKK 07.-09.05.12
  – BildungOnline 14.-16.05.12
Gegenstandsportale/Subject Oriented Portals:

- More than 50 teachers
- All teachers of subjects of www.schule.at participated
- All teachers subscribed in LRE
- Checked LO‘s from LRE by subject teachers
- Made „travel well“ check
- Discussed difference of LRE to schule.at
- Interested in using LRE in their subject
eQnet – Austria

„Round Table“ of EU funded projects by BMUKK
(May 2012)

• We look for cooperation between projects in Austria
• Common dissemination of projects
  - common website
  - common presentations at shows, events, meetings etc.
• More cooperation between teachers of different EU-funded projects
• Use common resources in all projects
• Look for common sustainability
eQnet - Austria

- BildungOnline [www.bildungonline.at](http://www.bildungonline.at)
- Present at show results of eQnet and LRE
- Disseminate leaflets for eQnet
- Present LRE and eQNet in workshops
eQnet - Austria

Questions?
Contact:
Karl Lehner, BMUKK
karl.lehner@bmukk.gv.at
Bernhard Racz, ENIS Austria
Racz.bernhard@gmail.com